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, *.,. , 3) . As expected, a large amount of water vapour, mainly from the large anodized aPLIm1num "UlidLCb 0 ~*--'^^^-f the TC-assemblies had to be pumped initially. Baking those elements at temperatures between lOOo and 150' C for several hours (by exciting the coils without cooling) helped. Within three days an operational pressure of 1 x 10-6 Torr was achieved.
The bake-in of ':he cavity, which had been previously tested as a prototype, took more effort than for the initial prototype assembly. Even though the cleaning of the surfaces by multipactor discharges could be enhanced in exciting the magnets to about 10 ",X of full excitation, % 10 hours (compared to 5 -7 hours in the prototype) were necessary t;o achieve the "brake-through" for resonance conditions. Also, he surface ourgassing at higher voltages -cook more effort than in the prototype test. 
